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reduce spiraling costs of e-discovery
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prototype human interfaces

design analytics

refine to meet business goals
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The Daegis Technology Assisted Review process is an innovative approach to document review that combines process and technology to lower the cost and increase the speed of your document review.

Our predictive engine analyzes the text in each document for themes and concepts, learns what responsive documents are like using the results of manually reviewed documents, and uses this information to code the document set. The accuracy and consistency of technology assisted decisions improves on linear review and enables more consistent calls.

**Set a goal:**

- **Recall %**
- **Precision %**
- **F1 accuracy**

**Progress:**

- **Recall**: 82% +/- 5%
- **Precision**: 73% +/- 3%
- **F1 accuracy**: 68% +/- 3%

**TAR calls**

**Correct calls**

- **Responsive**
- **Not responsive**

**Fr1 accuracy**

- **Responsive**
- **Not responsive**

*The last 1% increase in accuracy cost*

$17,868
integrating

design for big data
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